Rawcliffe Bridge Primary School
Autumn 2 2018 Curriculum Statement
Foundation

Subject/Topic
English

Content
In English this half term we have been concentrating on
thinking about all the sounds in a word as we write them. We
had an invasion of our classroom by the mean evil
Sproutzilla. We used this experience to help us to write a
story about what has happened.
The children have really enjoyed physical phonics sessions
consolidating their weeks phonics teaching with a fun active
phonics lesson taught to them by Mrs Webber.
We have been reading books as a whole group and
discussing the story making predications of what we think
will happen next and making inferences about a story from
what we read or see.
Finally we have started to practice for our Nativity working
on our acting and speech in front of others.

Maths

We have been looking at counting amounts to 10 and
matching numbers to amounts. Some of the children have
been practicing their number bonds to 10 and they have also
been practicing counting in 2’s.

Science

In Science we have been conducting an experiment looking
at which Christmas biscuit is the strongest.

The Arts

This half term we have focused on music and developing our
understanding of how to play different musical instruments
and the sounds that they make. We have also been focusing
on playing music to a beat and not just making noise.

Humanities

During parliament week we have been looking at votes for
women and the work of Emily Wilding Davison, The
children created votes for women posters and we talked
about the significance of the event in the past. All the
children could talk about why they were making the posters
and what their purpose was.

Physical Education

RE/PSHCE

French

Whole School/Federation
Events

In PE we have been learning how to control a ball through
the use of accurate throwing, catching and rolling. We have
been learning this through a variety of different activities
ensuring different levels of challenge by making the targets
closer or further away and using different items to throw,
such as scarves, coits and balls.
This term in RE we have been looking at St Andrew and the
significance of St Andrews Day and why it is important to
the people of Scotland. We have also started to learn about
the Christmas story linking to our nativity and learning about
why we have Christmas.
In French we have started to learn how to say basic colours
in French. We have been using this to create a picture of a
poppy.
The children have been involved in the remembrance service
this half term making it our first trip to the Church this
school year. We have also spent the day at Rawcliffe
Primary School joining in with lots of different fun activities
for Children in Need.
Some of the children also visited Rawcliffe Primary school
for a bullying workshop with their parents where they
learned about “what bullying is” through the use of various
activities.

